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Abstract
The spinor-helicity formalism has become an invaluable tool for understanding the S-matrix of
massless particles in four dimensions. In this paper we construct a spinor-helicity formalism in
six dimensions, and apply it to derive compact expressions for the three, four and five point tree
amplitudes of Yang-Mills theory. Using the KLT relations, it is a straightforward process to obtain
amplitudes in linearized gravity from these Yang-Mills amplitudes; we demonstrate this by writing
down the gravitational three and four point amplitudes. Because there is no conserved helicity
in six dimensions, these amplitudes describe the scattering of all possible polarization states (as
well as Kaluza-Klein excitations) in four dimensions upon dimensional reduction. We also briefly
discuss a convenient formulation of the BCFW recursion relations in higher dimensions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The spinor-helicity formalism is the natural framework for representing on-shell scattering
amplitudes of massless particles in four dimensions. This reflects a very basic result from
field theory: asymptotic states of zero mass are uniquely specified by their momentum
and helicity, and as such the S-matrix should be a function of these variables alone [1, 2].
Unfortunately, this structure is not manifest when amplitudes are represented using four-
vectors and computed with conventional Feynman diagrams derived from a local action
principle. In particular, for the case of gauge theory and gravity, the cost of manifest
locality and Lorentz invariance is a gauge redundancy that must be introduced to eliminate
extra propagating degrees of freedom. This gauge freedom implies that the external states
are redundantly labeled by polarization vectors and that the amplitudes obey non-trivial
Ward identities.
In contrast, the spinor-helicity formalism allows us to write down amplitudes without any
mention of gauge symmetry or polarization vectors. Then, simple considerations of little
group covariance of amplitudes are sufficient to strongly constrain or even determine the form
of on-shell scattering amplitudes [3, 4]. From this point of view, the framework of spinor-
helicity is not merely a computational trick, but is a way of representing amplitudes in their
simplest, most physical form. Some very nice reviews of the four dimensional spinor-helicity
formalism and its applications can be found in [5, 6].
Until now, there has not been a viable spinor-helicity formalism in more than four dimen-
sions. There are, nonetheless, many reasons to suspect that a higher dimensional formalism
should be both elegant and useful. In particular, many of the features of three and four
dimensional spinors reflect their properties as representations of the SL(2, R) and SL(2, C)
Lorentz groups. In six dimensions, the Lorentz group becomes SL(2, Q), where Q denotes
the quaternions [7], so it seems probable that many of the features of the familiar four
dimensional spinor-helicity variables have analogues in six dimensions.
In this paper, we construct a spinor helicity formalism in six dimensions. To orient the
reader let us give a flavor of some of our results. The objects that we will consider are chiral
and anti-chiral six dimensional spinors representing each external particle. For example,
for particle 1, there is an associated chiral spinor |1a〉, where the a = 1, 2 index transforms
under one factor of the SU(2)×SU(2) little group of particle 1. The other SU(2) factor acts
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on the a˙ = 1, 2 index of an associated anti-chiral spinor |1a˙]. These little group indices will
be ubiquitous in what follows, so it is worthwhile to comment on them briefly here. While
these indices transform covariantly under the little group, we also know that they label the
basis of physical states in the theory. As such, any free little group index will ultimately be
contracted with some little group vector that labels the physical polarization of an external
state. This is the point of view that we will adopt from here on.
Now, the momentum of particle 1 can be expressed as a product of either chiral spinors
or anti-chiral spinors: −4pµ1 = 〈1a|σµ|1a〉 = [1a˙|σ˜µ|1a˙], where σ and σ˜ are the six dimensional
Pauli matrices. These expressions for the momentum in six dimensions contrast with the
four dimensional expression; in that case, momenta are given by product of one chiral and
one anti-chiral spinor. With the spinors corresponding to particle 2, |2b〉 and |2b˙], we can
construct a natural Lorentz invariant object, 〈1a|2b˙], that connects the two particles. The
advantages of this formalism are illustrated by the striking simplicity of on-shell scattering
amplitudes, which we have computed up to five points. For example, as we will show, the
color-ordered Yang-Mills four point amplitude is given by
A4(1, 2, 3, 4) = − i
st
〈1a2b3c4d〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙], (1)
in terms of appropriate quadrilinear contractions of the spinors associated with each leg. We
shall define this contraction in more detail below. Meanwhile the gravitational four point
function is given by
M4(1, 2, 3, 4) = i
stu
〈1a2b3c4d〉〈1a′2b′3c′4d′〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙][1a˙′2b˙′3c˙′4d˙′]. (2)
The amplitude for scattering of a general state, described by some appropriate little group
tensor, is found by contracting the free indices of these expressions against the little group
tensor. Recent work on the D-dimensional unitarity method [8] has some overlap with our
results but the focus of our article is very different.
Upon dimensional reduction to four dimensions, we reproduce the usual expressions for
gauge boson and graviton scattering in four dimensions. Furthermore, we obtain some
four dimensional amplitudes for scalars: for example, amplitudes that describe scattering of
longitudinal modes of KK vector bosons. From the gravitational amplitude we can obtain
expression for gravitons scattering with gauge bosons, massive vector bosons and so on.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present a brief review of the
spinor-helicity formalism in four dimensions. We then go on to develop the six dimensional
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framework in section 3. We use this formalism in section 4 to compute beautifully simple
forms for the three point amplitudes in Yang-Mills theory and gravity. The unique kine-
matics at three points will require some new ingredients to express this answer. Section
5 contains some remarks on the BCFW recursion relations [9, 10] and a method for their
efficient use in six dimensions. With this tool we derive the four point amplitudes in section
6 and the five point Yang-Mills amplitude in section 7, before concluding. The appendices
contain some useful identities for manipulating six dimensional spinors.
II. A REVIEW OF SPINOR-HELICITY IN FOUR DIMENSIONS
To begin, let us briefly review the spinor-helicity formalism in four dimensions. Much of
this discussion will have a direct analogy in six dimensions. The basic point of spinor-helicity
is to represent a light-like four-momentum pµ as a bi-spinor
pµσ
µ
αα˙ = pαα˙ = λαλ˜α˙, (3)
where λα and λ˜α˙ are complex valued spinors transforming in the (2, 0) and (0, 2) represen-
tations of the Lorentz group. Since pµp
µ = det(pαα˙) and pαα˙ is a rank one matrix, this
bi-spinor represents a null four-vector. In order to fix pµ to be real, we need to impose a
reality condition, λ˜ = λ∗. However, it is often useful to analytically continue to complex
momenta, so we frequently relax this condition. The recursion relations [9–15], which exploit
the pole structure in complex momentum space to recursively relate higher point on-shell
amplitudes to lower-point ones, are a specific instance of this.
While we have specified the momenta in terms of spinors, we know that a massless
particle in four dimensions is labeled not just by its four-momentum pµ, but also by its
helicity h = ±. Indeed, in D dimensions it is known that any massless particle is defined by
a ket in a Hilbert space, |pµ, h〉, where h is a general label for a linear representation of the
SO(D − 2) little group, the subgroup of the Lorentz group that leaves pµ invariant. Under
Lorentz transformations, the kets transform according to
|pµ, h〉 →
∑
h′
Whh′|Λ νµ pν , h′〉 (4)
where Λ νµ and Whh′ are Lorentz and little group transformations, respectively. In four
dimensions, the little group is SO(2), and so h simply labels the helicity; then Whh′ is a
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diagonal matrix. For real four dimensional momenta, pαα˙ is manifestly invariant under
λ→ zλ, λ˜→ z−1λ˜, (5)
where z is a phase for real momenta, or any non-zero complex number for complex momenta.
This is the little group action on the spinor. With multiple external particles labeled by i,
each spinor transforms under its own little group, so λi → ziλi. From general considerations
[3] one can show that given helicity assignments hi = ± and spins si = 0, 1, 2, an on-shell
amplitude transforms asM→∏i z2sihii M, which highly constrains the form of amplitudes.
Now that we understand the transformation properties of the spinors under the Lorentz
and little groups, let us comment on Lorentz invariant products. Given two chiral spinors,
λiα and λjβ, there is an obvious Lorentz invariant product, λiαλjβǫ
αβ ≡ 〈λiλj〉 ≡ 〈ij〉, and
likewise for two anti-chiral spinors, λ˜iα˙λ˜jβ˙ǫ
α˙β˙ ≡ [λ˜iλ˜j] ≡ [ij]. These objects are little group
covariant since 〈ij〉 → zizj〈ij〉 and [ij]→ z−1i z−1j [ij]. All on-shell amplitudes are functions of
these Lorentz invariant, little group covariant objects. For example, the three point function
of a theory of spin s particles is
A3(1
−, 2−, 3+) =
( 〈12〉3
〈23〉〈31〉
)s
, A3(1
+, 2+, 3−) =
(
[12]3
[23][31]
)s
, (6)
A3(1
−, 2−, 3−) =
1
M2
(〈12〉〈23〉〈31〉)s , A3(1+, 2+, 3+) = 1
M2
([12][23][31])s (7)
with no reference to polarization vectors. In Eq. (7) we have included factors of 1/M2 on
dimensional grounds; these amplitudes vanish in the case of pure Yang-Mills theories but
arise from a dimension six operator trFµνFρ
νF µρ in an effective theory. In fact, Eq. (6) and
Eq. (7) are the form of the three point amplitude to all orders in perturbation theory, as a
consequence of momentum conservation and little group covariance [3, 4]. Beginning with
this three point amplitude, the BCFW recursion relations can then be used to construct all
higher point functions from these amplitudes.
That said, if we wish to make a direct connection to more conventional methods for com-
puting amplitudes, then we can still define polarization vectors in terms of four dimensional
spinors. Consider a particle of momentum p; it is convenient to denote the associated spinors
as λ = |p〉 and λ˜ = |p]. Then the polarization vectors associated with this particle can be
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written as
εµ
−
=
1√
2
〈p|σµ|q]
[pq]
(8)
εµ+ =
1√
2
〈q|σµ|p]
〈pq〉 , (9)
where |q〉 and |q] are reference spinors. Note that the polarization vectors are appropriately
covariant under the little group of |p〉 and |p], but are manifestly invariant under little group
transformations acting on the reference spinors.
III. CONSTRUCTING SPINOR-HELICITY IN SIX DIMENSIONS
It is straightforward to extend the construction of the previous section to six dimensions.
Our goal is to construct a spinor representation of the momentum, pµ, that transforms ap-
propriately under the Lorentz and little groups. In particular, since the Lorentz group is
SO(6) ≃ SU(4), these six dimensional spinors are complex four component objects, trans-
forming in the fundamental of SU(4) under Lorentz transformations. Since the antisymmet-
ric representation of SU(4) is six dimensional, we expect pµ to be written as some antisym-
metric product of two spinors. Moreover, since the little group is SO(4) ≃ SU(2)×SU(2) for
real momenta, then the spinors should have two SU(2) spinor indices. For the purposes of
this paper we consider complex momenta, for which the associated spinors need not satisfy
any reality conditions. Consequently, the little group is extended to SL(2,C)× SL(2,C).
A. From the Dirac Equation
Indeed, solutions of the Dirac equation for a null momentum, pµ, have the properties we
require, as we will now see. The equations we must solve are
pµσ
µ
ABλ
B = 0, pµσ˜
µABλ˜B = 0, (10)
where σµAB and σ˜
µAB are six dimensional antisymmetric Pauli matrices described in detail
in Appendix A. Our choice of basis is such that the σ matrices restricted to µ = 0, 1, 2, 3
reduce to a familiar (Weyl) choice of γ matrices in four dimensions:
σµ =

 0 (4)σµαα˙
−(4)σµαα˙T 0

 , σ˜µ =

 0 (4)σµαα˙
−(4)σµαα˙T 0

 , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, (11)
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where (4)σµαα˙ = (σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3) are the usual four dimensional sigma matrices, and α, α˙ =
1, 2 are spinor indices of the four dimensional Lorentz group. We take λA and λ˜A, the
solutions of Eq. (10), to be in the fundamental and anti-fundamental representations of
SU(4), respectively. Unlike the familiar case of SU(2), the fundamental and anti-fundamental
representations of SU(4) are inequivalent since there is no tensor that can raise or lower
indices. In fact, the only non-trivial invariant tensor is a four index object, ǫABCD.
Since pµσ
µ
AB is a rank two matrix, there is a two dimensional space of solutions for the
λ equation in Equations (10) that we can label by a = 1, 2. We do the same for the λ˜
equation, labeling by a˙ = 1, 2. Thus, the chiral and anti-chiral spinors can be written as λAa
and λ˜Aa˙
1 . We will see that these a and a˙ indices are precisely the SU(2) × SU(2) indices
of the little group.
If the momentum p happens to lie in the privileged four-space fixed by our choice of the
σ matrices, that is p = (p0, p1, p2, p3, 0, 0), then we can choose solutions of Eq. (10) given by
λAa =

 0 (4)λα
(4)λ˜α˙ 0

 , λ˜Aa˙ =

 0 (4)λα
(4)λ˜α˙ 0

 , (12)
where (4)λ and (4)λ˜ are four dimensional spinors. Note the position of the four dimensional
spinor indices; these follow from the positions of the indices in Eq. (11).
In computations, it is frequently convenient to use a bra-ket notation, and so we write
λa = |pa〉, λ˜a˙ = |pa˙]. (13)
When several particles scatter we will choose to label the kets by the label of the particle
for brevity. It is possible to normalize the basis of spinor solutions so that
pµσ˜
µAB = pAB = λAaλBbǫab = |pa〉ǫab〈pb|, (14)
pµσ
µ
AB = pAB = λ˜Aa˙λ˜Bb˙ǫ
a˙b˙ = |pa˙]ǫa˙b˙[pb˙|. (15)
With the help of Eq. (A4), we can express the momentum vector itself in terms of the spinors
as
pµ = −1
4
〈pa|σµ|pb〉ǫab = −1
4
[pa˙|σ˜µ|pb˙]ǫa˙b˙. (16)
1 Including the little group label, each chiral and anti-chiral spinor is a four by two matrix. Consequently, we
can reinterpret these objects as quaternionic two-component spinors, where each quaternion is represented
by a two by two matrix. This reflects a fact we alluded to earlier: the Lorentz group in six dimensions is
isomorphic to SL(2, Q) [7].
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From this point on, we will freely raise and lower the SU(2) indices, a and a˙, using the
definitions
|pa〉 = ǫab|pb〉, (17a)
|pa˙] = ǫa˙b˙|pb˙]. (17b)
We define ǫ12 = 1 and ǫ12 = −1.
B. To the Little Group
Earlier, we remarked that the a index of the spinor |pa〉 transforms under the little group.
Let us now take a moment to explain why this is so. Consider a Lorentz transformation Λ
with the property that Λµνp
ν = pµ; that is, p is invariant under the transformation. Then Λ
is an element of the SO(4) little group associated with p. This transformation acts on the
spinor λ by a unitary matrix U and upon λ˜ by the inverse matrix U−1. If we define λ′ = Uλ,
then λ′ satisfies the Dirac equation since
pµσ
µλ′ = pµ(U
−1UσµUλ) = Λ µν pµ(U
−1σνλ) = U−1(pµσ
µλ) = 0. (18)
Consequently, we may write λ′a =Ma
bλb for some matrix M , as the spinors λa form a basis
for the solution space. Using the two expressions for λ′ it is straightforward to show that
−1
4
λ′aσµλ′a = p
µ = pµ detM (19)
Therefore we conclude that M ∈ SL(2,C). Similarly, the spinors λ˜ transform as λ˜′ = M˜λ˜
where M˜ ∈ SL(2,C). Since there is in general no relation between M and M˜ we conclude
that the full space of transformations that leave the momentum invariant, i.e. the little
group, is SL(2,C)× SL(2,C).
C. Invariants and Covariants
In analogy with the four dimensional case we can now construct a set of natural Lorentz
invariant, little group covariant objects 2. Lorentz invariant contractions of spinors associ-
2 The language here may seem a bit odd, because the little group is by definition the subgroup of the
Lorentz group that leaves pµ invariant. Thus we should expect that anything Lorentz invariant is little
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ated to two particles labeled by i and j are
〈ia|jb˙] = λ Aai λ˜jAb˙ = [jb˙|ia〉, (20)
which is a two by two matrix that transforms in the bifundamental under a separate SU(2)
little group factor for particle i and for particle j. For spinors associated with momenta p
and q in the privileged four-space of our σ matrices, we find
〈ia|jb˙] =

−[ij] 0
0 〈ij〉


ab˙
, (21)
[ia˙|jb〉 =

[ij] 0
0 −〈ij〉


a˙b
. (22)
Note that det[i|j〉 = −2pi · pj. In addition, using the four index antisymmetric tensor, we
can construct a Lorentz invariant from four spinors labeled by i, j, k, l:
〈iajbkcld〉 = ǫABCDλ Aai λ Bbj λ Cck λ Ddl (23)
[ia˙jb˙kc˙ld˙] = ǫ
ABCDλ˜iAa˙λ˜jBb˙λ˜kCc˙λ˜lDd˙. (24)
Finally, given particles labeled by i, j, and k1, . . . , k2n+1, we define
〈ia|p/k1p/k2 · · · p/k2n+1 |jb〉 = λ A1i a(pk1 · σA1A2)(pk2 · σ˜A2A3) · · · (pk2n+1 · σA2n+1A2n+2)λ A2n+2m b (25)
〈ia|p/k1p/k2 · · · p/k2n|jb˙] = λ A1i a(pk1 · σA1A2)(pk2 · σ˜A2A3) · · · (pk2n+1 · σ˜A2nA2n+1)λ˜jA2n+1b˙. (26)
D. Polarization Vectors
The advantage of the spinor-helicity formalism is that the polarization states of the exter-
nal particles live in irreducible representations of the little group. In contrast, conventional
Feynman diagrammatics forces us to represent polarization states redundantly as Lorentz
group invariant as well. While this is certainly true, the little group can also be understood as a separate
set of transformations that acts on and defines the basis of polarizations for each external particle. For
example, for a massive particle in four dimensions, the little group is SO(3)—thus, while an SO(3) little
group index is of course rotated via boosts, it can also be thought of as an index that is to be contracted
with some three-vector polarization built out of the basis polarizations. Throughout this paper, our view
is that these indices label these physical polarizations of external states. Thus, when we say some object
is Lorentz invariant but little group covariant, we mean a genuine Lorentz invariant, which happens to
depend on the polarization states of the various particles scattering.
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six-vectors. In this section we make contact with this picture by writing polarization six-
vectors in terms of the six dimensional spinors.
To begin, we pick a reference six-vector q such that p · q 6= 0, where p is the particle
momentum. Associated with q are two spinors such that q = |qa〉〈qb|ǫab and q = |qa˙][qb˙|ǫa˙b˙.
We then define the polarization vectors to be
εµaa˙ =
1√
2
〈pa|σµ|qb〉 (〈qb|pa˙])−1 (27)
=
1√
2
(〈pa|qb˙])−1 [qb˙|σ˜µ|pa˙]. (28)
We note that, in contrast to the four dimensional case, the polarizations are not simply
labeled by helicity + or -, but by SO(4) ≃ SU(2)× SU(2) little group indices. On the other
hand, just as in four dimensions, a little group transformation acting on the reference spinors
|q〉 and |q] has no effect on the polarization. We have normalized the polarization vectors
so that
εµaa˙εµbb˙ = ǫabǫa˙b˙. (29)
On physical grounds, the polarization vectors must satisfy two key properties: they must
transform appropriately under gauge transformations, and furthermore they must form a
complete set of vectors transverse to the momentum p. Let us demonstrate that our vectors
satisfy these requirements, starting with the former. Choose a new gauge q′ such that
p · q′ 6= 0; associated with this new gauge are new spinors |q′〉. In general, we can write
|q′c〉 = Acb|qb〉+Bca|pa〉, (30)
where [pa˙|q′c〉 = Acb〈qb|pa˙]. Now, since det [p|q〉 = −2p · q 6= 0 and similarly det [p|q′〉 6= 0,
it follows that detA 6= 0 so that A is an invertible matrix. Using the definition of the
polarization vectors, it is now a straightforward calculation to show that
ε′µaa˙ = ε
µ
aa˙ + Ωaa˙p
µ, (31)
where
Ωaa˙ = −
√
2(Ac
b〈qb|pa˙] )−1Bca. (32)
Thus, the polarization vectors shift under a gauge transformation by an amount proportional
to the associated momentum, as desired. Finally, it is a straightforward computation to show
that the polarization vectors form a complete set in the sense that
εµaa˙ε
νaa˙ = ηµν − 1
p · q (p
µqν + pνqµ). (33)
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IV. THE THREE POINT FUNCTION
In this section, we derive compact forms for the three point scattering amplitudes of Yang-
Mills theory and gravity. It will actually be illuminating to first try and guess the form of the
three point amplitude directly from little group considerations alone. In particular, given
particles 1, 2, and 3, with little group indices (a, a˙), (b, b˙), and (c, c˙), we know that the ampli-
tude must have exactly one of each index. The most obvious guess is 〈1a|2b˙]〈2b|3c˙]〈3c|1a˙]/M2,
where some scale M has been included on dimensional grounds. As it turns out, this am-
plitude arises precisely from the higher dimension operator trFµνF
νρF µρ /M
2 which can be
added to Yang-Mills theory. The four dimensional analogs of this amplitude are A3(1
−2−3−)
and A3(1
+2+3+). If we are concerned with the renormalizable couplings of Yang-Mills the-
ory, then no such scale M is present, and moreover momentum conservation forces all the
kinematic invariants pi · pj to vanish. Thus, dimensional analysis tells us that to write down
the three point amplitude for Yang-Mills theory, it will be necessary to invert the quantities
〈i|j]. However, this is naively a problem because det〈i|j] = −2pi · pj = 0. In this way, we
see that a new ingredient is necessary.
The solution to this problem is as follows. Since 〈ia|jb˙] is a rank one matrix, it can be
expressed as a product of two two-component objects, uia and u˜jb˙, such that 〈ia|jb˙] = uiau˜jb˙.
Since ui and u˜j are quite reminiscent of four dimensional spinors, we know the natural
inversion of these u’s. In particular, we introduce spinors wi and w˜j such that u
a
iwia = 1
and u˜aj w˜ja = 1. Of course, these inverses are not uniquely defined, and we will discuss this
ambiguity in detail below. However, we ultimately find a factorized form for the Yang-Mills
three point function given by
A3(1aa˙, 2bb˙, 3cc˙) = iΓabcΓ˜a˙b˙c˙, (34)
where the tensors Γ and Γ˜ are simply
Γabc = u1au2bw3c + u1aw2bu3c + w1au2bu3c, (35)
Γ˜a˙b˙c˙ = u˜1a˙u˜2b˙w˜3c˙ + u˜1a˙w˜2b˙u˜3c˙ + w˜1a˙u˜2b˙u˜3c˙. (36)
We will frequently use notation like An(1aa˙, 2bb˙, . . .) to indicate an n point gauge theory
amplitude where the little group indices of particle one are (a, a˙) and so on.
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A. Three Point Amplitude in Yang-Mills
Let us now discuss these issues in detail. It is helpful for the purposes of clarity to choose
p1, p2 and p3 in the privileged four-space of our choice of the σ matrices. Then the Lorentz
invariant brackets can be taken to be of the form
〈1a|2b˙] =

−[12] 0
0 〈12〉

 . (37)
From our experience with the three point function in four dimensions, we know that either
〈12〉 = 0 or [12] = 0. We suppose that [12] = 0. Thus, the Lorentz invariants are of the form
〈1a|2b˙] =

0 0
0 〈12〉

 . (38)
Now we can define two component vectors ui and u˜i for i = 1, 2, 3 such that the equations
〈1a|2b˙] = u1au˜2b˙ 〈1a|3c˙] = −u1au˜3c˙ (39a)
〈2b|3c˙] = u2bu˜3c˙ 〈2b|1a˙] = −u2bu˜1a˙ (39b)
〈3c|1a˙] = u3cu˜1a˙ 〈3c|2b˙] = −u3cu˜2b˙ (39c)
hold. In terms of our choice of spinors, we can choose ui = (0, Ni) and u˜i = (0, N˜i); then
the solution of the Equations (39) can be written as
N2 =
〈23〉
〈31〉N1, N3 =
〈23〉
〈12〉N1, N˜1 =
〈12〉〈31〉
〈23〉
1
N1
, N˜2 =
〈12〉
N1
, N˜3 =
〈31〉
N1
. (40)
More general solutions of Equations (39) can be obtained by little group transforming this
explicit solution. Notice that the overall normalization of these SU(2) spinors u and u˜ is not
determined, but that a change in normalization of the ui → Nui has the opposite effect on
the u˜i → 1/Nu˜i.
We can establish a key property of the u and u˜ spinors by studying conservation of
momentum. In spinorial terms, momentum conservation reads
|1a˙][1a˙|+ |2b˙][2b˙|+ |3c˙][3c˙| = 0 = |1a〉〈1a|+ |2b〉〈2b|+ |3c〉〈3c|. (41)
Consider contracting the first half of this statement with 〈1a|. We find
0 = 〈1a|2b˙][2b˙|+ 〈1a|3c˙][3c˙| = u1au˜b˙2[2b˙| − u1au˜c˙3[3c˙|, (42)
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so that u˜b˙2[2b˙| = uc˙3[3c˙|. Similarly we find u˜a˙1[1a˙| = uc˙3[3c˙| and that ua〈ia| = ua〈ja| for all i, j.
Since we will frequently encounter little group contractions such as ua〈1a| in the following,
we will denote them as 〈u · 1|.
As we mentioned earlier in this section, the next ingredient we need is an inverse of each
of the SU(2) spinors ui and u˜i. We define wi and w˜i so that
uiawib − uibwia = ǫab, u˜ia˙w˜ib˙ − u˜ib˙w˜ia˙ = ǫa˙b˙. (43)
for all i. The wi, w˜i are not uniquely specified; given one choice of wi, for example, then the
choice w′i = wi + biui is equally good. We will reduce this b redundancy a little, but we will
not fully eliminate it. The additional constraint we impose is motivated by conservation of
momentum, which can now be written in the form
|1 · u〉 (〈w1 · 1|+ 〈w2 · 2|+ 〈w3 · 3|)− (|w1 · 1〉+ |w2 · 2〉+ |w3 · 3〉) 〈u1 · 1| = 0. (44)
We impose the stronger equation
|w1 · 1〉+ |w2 · 2〉+ |w3 · 3〉 = 0. (45)
There is still residual redundancy: we can shift wi → wi + biui where b1 + b2 + b3 = 0. In
view of this remaining redundancy, it is interesting to ask what tensors we can construct
from the u’s and the w’s which are invariant under a b change. It is easy to see that the
quantities
Γabc = u1au2bw3c + u1aw2bu3c + w1au2bu3c, (46)
Γ˜a˙b˙c˙ = u˜1a˙u˜2b˙w˜3c˙ + u˜1a˙w˜2b˙u˜3c˙ + w˜1a˙u˜2b˙u˜3c˙ (47)
are invariant; for example, under a b shift, Γ shifts by
∑
i biu1au2bu3c = 0. In addition, the
quantity ΓΓ˜ is unambiguously normalized. To gain some more intuition for the physical
meaning of these objects, let us examine them in terms of the explicit solution we have
obtained for the u’s. From the definition of wi we find that
wia =

 1Ni
biNi

 , (no sum on i) (48)
so that Eq. (45) becomes 
 − 1N1 ℓ1 − 1N2 ℓ2 − 1N3 ℓ3
b1N1ℓ˜1 + b2N2ℓ˜2 + b3N3ℓ˜3

 =

0
0

 . (49)
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Upon substitution of the explicit solutions for the Ni, and use of the equations
ℓ˜2 =
〈31〉
〈23〉 ℓ˜1, ℓ˜3 =
〈12〉
〈23〉 ℓ˜1, ℓ1 +
〈31〉
〈23〉ℓ2 +
〈12〉
〈23〉ℓ3 = 0, (50)
which follow from conservation of momentum in the four dimensional formalism, we see that
Eq. (49) is satisfied when b1 + b2 + b3 = 0, as anticipated. As for the quantity ΓΓ˜, let us
content ourselves with an examination of one component. For example, we find that
Γ221Γ˜221 =
N1N2
N3
N˜1N˜2
N˜3
=
〈12〉3
〈23〉〈31〉 . (51)
Notice that this is proportional to A3(1
−2−3+) from four dimensional Yang-Mills theory.
Our next task will be to see why this is so.
We begin in familiar territory. The usual color-ordered amplitude in non-Abelian gauge
theory is given in terms of polarization vectors by
A3 =
i√
2
([ε1aa˙ · ε2bb˙][ε3cc˙ · (p1 − p2)] + [ε2bb˙ · ε3cc˙][ε1aa˙ · (p2 − p3)] + [ε3cc˙ · ε1aa˙][ε2bb˙ · (p3 − p1)]) .
(52)
We must rewrite this amplitude in a manifestly gauge-invariant form. A key observation is
that
ε1aa˙ · p2 = − 1√
2
u1au˜1a˙. (53)
Inner products of two polarization vectors are not gauge invariant so we do not expect a
simple expression for such inner products. We will choose the same gauge µ, µ˜ for all three
particles. Then, from the spinorial definitions of the polarization vectors, we find that
ε1aa˙ · ε2bb˙ = −〈1a|µ˜e˙][µ˜e˙|2β〉−1[2b˙|µd〉〈µd|1a˙]−1 (54)
= −〈2b|µ˜e˙][µ˜e˙|1α〉−1[1a˙|µd〉〈µd|2b˙]−1, (55)
with similar equations holding for the other inner products. From this point, one system-
atically uses the definitions of the u’s and the w’s to remove all of the matrices from the
expression for the amplitude. After some work, we find the desired result: the amplitude is
A3(1aa˙, 2bb˙, 3cc˙) = iΓabcΓ˜a˙b˙c˙. (56)
We could now continue to express the amplitude in terms of spinor contractions 〈i|j] and
their appropriately defined pseudo-inverses; however, we find it to be more convenient not
to do this.
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B. Three Point Amplitude in Gravity
Next, let us consider the three point function in linearized gravity. From the point of
view of the SO(4) little group, the graviton polarization tensor is a traceless, symmetric
tensor. That is, writing the polarization tensor as εµmn where µ = 0, . . . 5 is a six dimensional
Lorentz index and m,n = 1, . . . 4 are vector indices of SO(4), we know that the equations
εmn = εnm and
∑
m εmm = 0 hold. However, we will find it convenient to also include the
antisymmetric tensor and dilaton components, thus enlarging the polarization tensor into
an arbitrary two index tensor of SO(4). Contracting this tensor against four dimensional σ
matrices, the polarization is εaa˙;a′a˙′ = εmnσ
m
aa˙σ
n
a′ a˙′ . Note that in this case the helicity of each
graviton scattering is labeled by four indices (a, a˙, a′, a˙′).
At this point we invoke the KLT relations [18], which relate amplitudes in gravity to the
square of amplitudes in Yang-Mills theory:
M3 = A3A3 (57)
where M3 is the gravitational three point function. We immediately deduce the simple
formula
M3(1aa′a˙a˙′ , 2bb′ b˙b˙′ , 3cc′c˙c˙′) = −ΓabcΓa′b′c′Γ˜a˙b˙c˙Γ˜a˙′ b˙′c˙′. (58)
This equation describes scattering of all possible polarizations of gravitons in six dimensions;
reducing to four dimensions, we can deduce expressions for gravitons interacting with gauge
bosons and so on.
V. THE BCFW RECURSION RELATIONS
With the three point amplitudes in hand, it is straightforward to construct all higher
point amplitudes via the BCFW recursion relations. In this section we briefly review these
relations and describe an efficient computational method appropriate in dimensions greater
than four. We then express the recursion relations in the language of the six dimensional
spinor-helicity formalism.
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A. A Review of BCFW
The BCFW recursion relations are an expression for on-shell amplitudes in terms of
sums of products of lower point on-shell amplitudes evaluated at complex momenta. First
proposed for tree-level YM amplitudes [9, 10], recursion relations were later derived for
gravity [12, 13] and eventually found to be a quite generic property of tree amplitudes in
quantum field theories in arbitrary dimensions [14, 15]. The basic idea of the recursion
relations is to analytically continue two of the external momenta, p1 and p2, of an amplitude
by a complex parameter, z:
pˆ1 = p1 + zq (59)
pˆ2 = p2 − zq (60)
where q2 = p1 · q = p2 · q = 0. Note that pˆ1,2 are complex but still on-shell, and q has
the properties of a polarization vector. Since the amplitude A is a rational function of the
momenta, it is also an analytic function of z. Now as long as A(z) vanishes appropriately at
large z, it is entirely defined by the residues at its poles. As argued in [14], this asymptotic
behavior of A(z) is true in Yang-Mills theory (gravity) as long as the polarization of particle
1 is εµ1 = q
µ (εµν1 = q
µqν), while the polarization of particle 2 is arbitrary. In this case the
residue at each pole in z corresponds to a product of two on-shell lower point amplitudes
evaluated at complex momenta, yielding the following formula for amplitudes in Yang-Mills
theory and gravity:
A(p1, p2, . . .) =
∑
L,R
∑
h,h′
(
iPh,h′
k2
)
AL(pˆ1(z∗), . . . , kˆ(z∗); h)AR(pˆ2(z∗), . . . ,−kˆ(z∗); h′)
∣∣∣∣
z∗=−2q·pL
(61)
where kˆ(z∗) and k denoted the the shifted momentum and physical momentum of the inter-
mediate leg, respectively, while h and h′ labels its polarizations, the ellipsis · · · denotes the
other external momenta, and L,R sums over partitions of the external legs into two groups.
The operator Ph,h′ is the sum over a complete set of propagating states which occurs in the
numerator of a propagator.
B. Covariantizing the Recursion Relation
Ultimately, our goal is to compute a matrix of amplitudes whose matrix elements cor-
respond to each possible choice of the external polarizations. In conventional field theory
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the nearest approximation to this is the usual amplitude, Aµ1µ2 , where µ1 and µ2 are dotted
into the polarization six-vectors for particles 1 and 2. However, as we know, this particular
representation is gauge redundant. Instead, we want the object Ah1h2 = v
µ1
h1
Aµ1µ2v
µ2
h2
, where
v is a basis for the external polarization states labeled by a little group index h1,2. For
example, in the case of four dimensions this index labels helicity, so h1,2 = ±. Consequently,
the matrix elements of Ah1h2 correspond to every combination of helicities for particles 1
and 2: A−−, A−+, A+− and A++. Likewise, in six dimensions h1 labels (a, a˙) indices, h2
labels (b, b˙) indices, etc.
Unfortunately, conventional BCFW is poorly equipped to evaluate Ah1h2 because it only
applies when the deformation vector, q, is chosen to be equal to the polarization of particle
1, q = ε1. However, this q enters ubiquitously into the right hand side of the BCFW
reduction—thus to evaluate Ah1h2 it would be necessary to apply the recursion relations for
every linearly independent choice of q! Luckily, there is a simple way around this, which
is to choose q = Xhvh to be an arbitrary linear combination of the v’s labeled by a little
group vector X; we then use the recursion relations to compute XhAh,h2,..., the amplitude
with appropriate polarization of particle 1. This is the same as the usual BCFW shift
except that we are keeping the deformation direction unspecified—as such, the recursion
relations do not manifestly break little group covariance. A key point is that the result
of the computation XhAh,h2,... is linear in Xh; after all, this result is simply the amplitude
for particles scattering with particle 1, where particle 1 is in the polarization state Xhvh.
Therefore, it is straightforward to deduce the full amplitude Ah1,h2,... as the coefficient of Xh.
We will demonstrate this procedure in examples below. As a final comment, we note that
in order to keep pˆ1,2 on-shell, we must demand that q
2 = XhXh′(vh · vh′) = 0.
C. Application to Six Dimensions
Thus far, the discussion of the BCFW recursion relations have been independent of
spacetime dimensionality; in this section, we specialize to six dimensions and introduce
some notation that we will use to compute the four and five point amplitudes below. We
begin with a simplifying choice of gauge: we take the gauge of particle 1 to be p2. Then our
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modified BCFW deformations become
pˆ1 = p1 + zX
aa˙ε1aa˙ (62)
pˆ2 = p2 − zXaa˙ε1aa˙. (63)
where the on-shell constraint, pˆ21,2 = 0, fixes X
aa˙Xbb˙ǫabǫa˙b˙ = 2detX = 0. Since X has zero
determinant, it is convenient to express it as Xaa˙ = xax˜a˙ and to define
yb = x˜a˙〈2b|1a˙]−1, y˜b˙ = xa〈1a|2b˙]−1. (64)
Then we find that we can implement the vectorial shifts in Eq. (62) by the spinorial shifts
|1ˆa〉 = |1a〉+ zxa|y〉 (65)
|2ˆb〉 = |2b〉+ zyb|x〉 (66)
|1ˆa˙] = |1a˙]− zx˜a˙|y˜] (67)
|2ˆb˙] = |2b˙]− zy˜b˙|x˜], (68)
where |x〉 = xa|1a〉 and so on. The BCFW recursion relations for gauge theory can then be
written
xax˜a˙Aaa˙bb˙...(p1, p2, . . .) =
∑
L,R
∑
cc˙
(
− i
k2
)
xax˜a˙Aaa˙cc˙(pˆ1(z
∗), . . . , kˆ)A cc˙
bb˙
(pˆ2(z
∗), . . . ,−kˆ),
(69)
where k and (c, c˙) are the momentum and polarization of the intermediate leg. It is worth
noticing that a single BCFW computation in six dimensions allows one to deduce results
for the scattering of particles in all possible helicity states in four dimensions by a simple
dimensional reduction.
VI. COMPUTING THE FOUR POINT AMPLITUDE
It is now rather easy to use BCFW recursion to compute a compact formula for the four
point amplitudes of gauge theory and gravity. We choose to shift the momenta of particles
1 and 2; then there is one BCFW diagram, Figure 1. The four point function is given by
xax˜a˙A4;aa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ =
i
t
xax˜a˙AL;aa˙ee˙dd˙AR;bb˙cc˙
ee˙ (70)
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FIG. 1: BCFW diagram for the four point amplitude.
where AL, AR are the left- and right-hand three point function in the figure, respectively.
Since the three point amplitudes are products of dotted and undotted tensors we can focus
our discussion on the undotted tensor. We must compute
ΓL;aedΓR;bc
e = (u1aupew4d + u1awpeu4d + w1aupeu4d)(u2bu3cw
e
k + u2bw3cu
e
k + w2bu3cu
e
k). (71)
It is helpful to choose the spinors associated with the momentum p = −k to be |p] = i|k]
and |p〉 = i|k〉. Then we find three key properties of the u and w spinors associated with p
and k. These are, firstly, that
u˜p · u˜kup · uk = u˜e˙pu˜ke˙uepupe = −s, (72)
so that, in particular, up · uk 6= 0. Consequently, we can exploit the b redundancy of wk and
wp to choose, secondly,
up · wk = u˜p · w˜k = wp · uk = w˜p · u˜k = 0. (73)
For, if up · wk 6= 0, for example, then we can choose w′k = wk + bkuk such that up · w′k =
up ·wk + bkup · uk = 0. This equation always has a solution for bk since up · uk 6= 0. Finally,
it is easy to show that
wk · wp = 1
uk · up . (74)
In view of these three properties, we conclude that we can choose normalizations so that
w˜k =
u˜p√−s , wk =
up√−s . (75)
The undotted tensorial part of the amplitude now simplifies to
ΓL;aedΓR;bc
e =
1
uk · up [u1au2bu3cu4d − s (u1au2bw3cw4d
+u1aw2bu3cw4d + w1au2bw3cu4d + w1aw2bu3cu4d)] . (76)
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However, it is easy to see that
〈1ˆa2ˆb3c4d〉 = [u1au2bu3cu4d − s (u1au2bw3cw4d + u1aw2bu3cw4d + w1au2bw3cu4d + w1aw2bu3cu4d)] .
(77)
For example, we compute
ua1u
b
2〈1ˆa2ˆb3c4d〉 = i〈up · k uk · k 3c4d〉 (78)
= −iup · uk〈3c|k/|4d〉 (79)
= −up · uk u3cu˜ek [pe|4d〉 (80)
= −su3cu4d. (81)
All other components of 〈1ˆa2ˆb3c4d〉 can be projected onto the ui, wi basis of the tensor
product space in the same way. Thus, we find
xax˜a˙A4;aa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ =
−i
st
xax˜a˙〈1ˆa2ˆb3c4d〉[1ˆa˙2ˆb˙3c˙4d˙] =
−i
st
xax˜a˙〈1a2b3c4d〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙]. (82)
Since this final expression is manifestly linear in x and x˜, we can deduce that
A4;aa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ =
−i
st
〈1a2b3c4d〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙]. (83)
With the expression for the Yang-Mills four point function in hand, it is a trivial matter
to deduce the gravitational four point function. The KLT relation in this case is
M4(1, 2, 3, 4) = −isA4(1, 2, 3, 4)A4(1, 2, 4, 3), (84)
so we immediately deduce that
M4(1, 2, 3, 4) = i
stu
〈1a2b3c4d〉〈1a′2b′3c′4d′〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙][1a˙′2b˙′3c˙′4d˙′]. (85)
The compactness of this explicit expression for the gravitational four point amplitude is
an illustration of the power of the spinor-helicity formalism. Of course, this occurs sim-
ply because these variable capture physical properties of the single particle state with no
redundancy.
VII. FIVE POINTS
The final amplitude we will discuss in this work is the five point amplitudes for Yang-Mills
theory. We will compute the five point function using the BCFW recursion relations; then
the KLT relations can by used to deduce the gravitational amplitude.
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FIG. 2: BCFW diagrams for the five point amplitude.
As in our discussion of the four point amplitude, we choose to shift the momenta of
particles 1 and 2. There are now two BCFW diagrams, shown in Figure 2. Using the
identity
|ke〉Γbce = −uc|2ˆb〉 − ub|3c〉, (86)
the first diagram can be written as
D1 =
−i
s45sˆ51s23
(〈1ˆa2ˆb4d5e〉uc + 〈1ˆa3ˆc4d5e〉ub) ([1ˆa˙2ˆb˙4d˙5e˙]u˜c˙ + [1ˆa˙3ˆc˙4d˙5e˙]u˜b˙) , (87)
where sij = (pi + pj)
2 and sˆ51 = (pˆ1 + p5)
2. Since the first step in these calculations
is to express the sum of diagrams (appropriately contracted with xx˜) in a form which is
manifestly linear in x and x˜, our first goal in simplifying each diagram is to make the x and
x˜ dependence as clear and as simple as possible. In this vein, we define zq ≡ pˆ1(z)− p1, and
study sˆ15. Notice that
sˆ15q · p3 = s15q · p3 + s23q · p5 = 1
2s12
〈x|p/5p/4p/3p/2|x˜] ≡ xax˜a˙φaa˙. (88)
Furthermore, we find that
q · p3 = 1
2s12
〈x|2b˙]u˜2b˙u2b[x˜|2β〉. (89)
Putting these results together, and contracting in with xax˜a˙, we find
X ·D1 = i
2(x · φ · x˜)s12s23s45 (−〈x2b4d5e〉〈x|p/2|3c〉+ 〈x3c4d5e〉〈x|p/3|2b〉)
× (−[x˜2b˙4d˙5e˙][x˜|p/2|3c˙] + [x˜3c˙4d˙5e˙][x˜|p/3|2b˙]) . (90)
Similarly, we find for the second diagram in the figure,
X·D2 = i
2(x · φ · x˜)s212s34s15
(〈2b3c4d5e〉〈x|p/5p/2|x˜]− s12〈2b3c4dx〉〈5e|x˜] + s15〈2b|x˜]〈x3c4d5e〉)
× ([2b˙3c˙4d˙5e˙][x˜|p/5p/2|x〉 − s12[2b˙3c˙4d˙x˜][5e˙|x˜〉+ s15[2b˙|x˜〉[x˜3c˙4d˙5e˙]) . (91)
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Notice that neither of the diagrams is linear in x or x˜. However, their sum is linear as
expected. This is most easily seen by using the Schouten identity, Eq. (A8) to rewrite the
first diagram in the form
X ·D1 = i
2(x · φ · x˜)s12s23s45 (〈x2b3c4d〉〈x|p/4|5e〉 − 〈x2b3c5e〉〈x|p/5|4d〉)
× ([x˜2b˙3c˙4d˙][x˜|p/4|5e˙]− [x˜2b˙3c˙5e˙][x˜|p/5|4d˙]) . (92)
Meanwhile, another use of the Schouten identity allows us to remove some of the x depen-
dence in the denominator of the second diagram. In particular, we can write the dotted
tensor structure, for example, of diagram 2 as
〈2b3c4d5e〉〈x|p/5p/2|x˜]− s12〈2b3c4dx〉〈5e|x˜] + s15〈2b|x˜]〈x3c4d5e〉 = −2(x · φ · x˜)
s23
〈2b3c4d5e〉
+ 〈2b3c4dx〉 [x˜|p/2p/3p/4p/1|5e〉
s12s23
+ 〈5ex2b3c〉 [x˜|p/5p/1p/2p/3|4d〉
s12s23
. (93)
To complete the cancellation of the quantity (x · φ · x˜), we simply use the rearrangement
formulae given in Appendix B. Some further use of the Schouten identity then yields an
expression for the five point function which is most conveniently described in terms of two
tensors:
Maa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙ =
1
s12s23s34s45s51
(Aaa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙ +Daa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙) , (94)
where
Aaa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙ = 〈1α|p/2p/3p/4p/5|1a˙]〈2b3c4d5e〉[2b˙3c˙4d˙5e˙] + cyclic permutations, (95)
and
Daa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙ = 〈1a(2.∆2)b˙]〈2b3c4d5e〉[1a˙3c˙4d˙5e˙] + 〈3c(4.∆4)d˙]〈1a2b4d5e〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙5e˙]
+ 〈4d(5.∆5)e˙]〈1a2b3c5e〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙] + 〈3c(5.∆5)e˙]〈1a2b4d5e〉[1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙], (96)
where the matrices ∆i are defined by
∆1 = 〈1|p/2p/3p/4 − p/4p/3p/2|1], (97)
with the other ∆i defined by cyclic permutations of this formula. Notice that, while the
tensor Aaa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙ is manifestly symmetric under cyclic permutations of the particle label,
Daa˙bb˙cc˙dd˙ee˙ does not obviously have this symmetry. However, it is easy to see that it is
symmetric using the Schouten identity.
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The gravitational amplitude can then be obtained using the KLT relation. In the case of
a five point amplitude, this relation is
M5 = s23s45A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)A(1, 3, 2, 5, 4)+ s24s35A(1, 2, 4, 3, 5)A(1, 4, 2, 5, 3). (98)
It is now a matter of algebra to deduce an expression for the gravitational five point ampli-
tude.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main achievement of this work has been to find a viable spinor-helicity formalism
in six dimensions. That this formalism has the potential to be useful is clear from the
simplicity of amplitudes in this framework. In particular, it is remarkable that we now have
an explicit, gauge independent, compact formula for the gravitational four point amplitude,
given in Eq. (85). Since it has been possible to extend the spinor-helicity formalism from four
to six dimensions, it is fair to ask whether the same is possible for even higher dimensions.
A formalism in ten dimensions, for example, might be particularly interesting from the point
of view of Yang-Mills theory.
We believe that scattering amplitudes take a remarkable simple form in terms of spinors
because these variables encode precisely the physical degrees of freedom of asymptotic states.
In particular, amplitudes expressed as functions of spinors transform appropriately under
the little group without the need for an unphysical gauge redundancy. That is, the success
of the formalism has a physical motivation—it is not a mathematical trick.
In the arena of six dimensions, there are many interesting questions that presently are
unanswered. Parke and Taylor [16] wrote down a compact formula for n-point MHV scatter-
ing amplitudes in four dimensions. This class of n-point amplitudes is particularly simple,
so one might want to examine a simplified subset of amplitudes in six dimensions. However,
it is impossible to find such a subset which is closed under Lorentz transformations, because
all of the polarization states in six dimensions are connected by a continuous SO(4) symme-
try and there is no conserved helicity. The flip side of this statement is that any expression
for the n point amplitudes in six dimensions would amount to complete knowledge of the
tree-level S-matrix - such an expression would be an exciting discovery.
Finally, while we have presented results for gravity and gauge theory, there are other
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theories in six dimensions which we have left untouched. One particularly interesting the-
ory is the (2, 0) theory [20], about which rather little is known. Perhaps insight into this
theory might be obtained using these novel kinematic variables. It would also, of course, be
interesting to investigate supersymmetric theories.
APPENDIX A: THE CLIFFORD ALGEBRA
Let us start at the beginning. We work with the mostly negative metric, and define Pauli
matrices
σ0 =

1 0
0 1

 , σ1 =

0 1
1 0

 , σ2 =

0 −i
i 0

 , σ3 =

1 0
0 −1

 . (A1)
The Clifford algebra is
σµσ˜ν + σν σ˜µ = 2ηµν . (A2)
We will work with a particular basis of this algebra. The Lorentz group SO(6) is isomorphic
to SU(4); the spinors of SO(6) are the fundamentals of SU(4). The antisymmetric tensor of
SU(4) is the fundamental of SO(6). Therefore, we can choose a basis of the Clifford algebra
so that σ, σ˜ are antisymmetric. At the same time, it is convenient to work with a basis
which is simply related to a standard choice of γ matrices in four dimensions. Our choice is
σ0 = iσ1 ⊗ σ2 σ˜0 = −iσ1 ⊗ σ2 (A3a)
σ1 = iσ2 ⊗ σ3 σ˜1 = iσ2 ⊗ σ3 (A3b)
σ2 = −σ2 ⊗ σ0 σ˜2 = σ2 ⊗ σ0 (A3c)
σ3 = −iσ2 ⊗ σ1 σ˜3 = −iσ2 ⊗ σ1 (A3d)
σ4 = −σ3 ⊗ σ2 σ˜4 = σ3 ⊗ σ2 (A3e)
σ5 = iσ0 ⊗ σ2 σ˜5 = iσ0 ⊗ σ2. (A3f)
We adopt the convention that the six dimensional σµ have lower indices while the σ˜µ have
upper indices. These objects enjoy the properties
σµABσµCD = −2ǫABCD, (A4)
σ˜µABσ˜CDµ = −2ǫABCD, (A5)
σµABσ˜
CD
µ = −2
(
δCAδ
D
B − δDA δCB
)
, (A6)
tr σµσ˜ν = 4ηµν , (A7)
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where ǫ1234 = ǫ
1234 = 1.
The final identity we will discuss in this appendix is the six-dimensional generalization of
the Schouten identity. Since the spinors live in a six dimensional space, linear dependence
of five (chiral) spinors implies
〈1234〉〈5|+ 〈2345〉〈1|+ 〈3451〉〈2|+ 〈4512〉〈3|+ 〈5123〉〈4| = 0. (A8)
Of course, a similar equation holds for anti-chiral spinors.
APPENDIX B: REARRANGEMENT FORMULAE
These rearrangement formulae are useful for simplifying the sum of the two diagrams
encountered in the computation of the 5 point amplitude described in section VII. In the
notation we used in our discussion of the five point amplitude, the following identities hold:
1
s212s
2
23s34s15
[x˜|p/2p/3p/4p/1|5e〉〈x|p/2p/3p/4p/1|5e˙] + 1
s12s23s45
〈x|p/4|5e〉[x˜|p/4|5e˙]
= 2
x · φ · x˜
s12s
2
23s34s45s51
〈5e|p/1p/4p/3p/2p/1p/4|5e˙], (B1)
1
s212s
2
23s34s15
[x˜|p/5p/1p/2p/3|4d〉〈x|p/5p/1p/2p/3|4d˙] +
1
s12s23s45
〈x|p/5|4d〉[x˜|p/5|4d˙]
= 2
x · φ · x˜
s12s
2
23s34s45
〈4d|p/5p/1p/2p/3|4d˙], (B2)
1
s212s
2
23s34s15
[x˜|p/5p/1p/2p/3|4d〉[x˜|p/2p/3p/4p/1|5e〉 − 1
s12s23s45
〈x|p/5|4d〉[x˜|p/4|5e]
= 2
x · φ · x˜
s12s223s34s45
〈4d|p/5p/1p/2p/3p/4p/1|5e˙]. (B3)
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